Midinfrared strong-field laser ionization offers the promise of measuring holograms of atoms and molecules, which contain both spatial and temporal information of the ion and the photoelectron with subfemtosecond temporal and angstrom spatial resolution. We report on the scaling of photoelectron holographic interference patterns with the laser pulse duration, wavelength, and intensity. High-resolution holograms for the ionization of metastable xenon atoms by 7-16 m light from the FELICE free electron laser are presented and compared to semiclassical calculations that provide analytical insight.
The concept of holography [1] can be applied to strong-field laser ionization to record temporal and spatial information on the atomic and molecular scale [2] . In conventional holography, a coherent beam of light or electrons is split into a signal and a reference beam. The signal beam scatters off the target and, upon recombination with the reference beam, creates an interference pattern that stores spatial information. In strong-field photoelectron holography (SFPH), the electron beam is created by laser-induced tunnel ionization. After tunneling, the electron wave packet moves in the oscillatory laser field and can follow two paths en route to the detector. For small orthogonal velocities with respect to the laser polarization, the electron is driven back to the ion where it can scatter off, generating a signal wave. For large orthogonal velocities, the electron makes a wide turn around the ion and forms a reference wave. The interference of the signal and reference waves on a detector creates the photoelectron hologram. The benefits of using SFPH are twofold. First, very high electron densities can be obtained at the ionic target [3] . Second, spatial and temporal information are encoded for both the target ion and the electron [4] . With midinfrared lasers, femtosecond and attosecond resolution can be obtained for, respectively, the ion and electron dynamics.
SFPH may be regarded as being complementary to another photoelectron holography method being developed in gas phase molecular physics [5] . Building on a wellestablished approach in solid state physics [6] , ionization with extreme ultraviolet or x-ray light can create photoelectrons with a Broglie wavelength comparable to the interatomic distances in molecules, which can go to the detector directly or scatter off one of the neighboring atoms, and resulting in an interference pattern (in the molecular frame) that constitutes a hologram [7] . Using intense and short pulsed x-ray sources, like the Lineac Coherent Light Source [8] , x-ray induced photoelectron holograms can be measured that allow visualizing, with femtosecond time resolution, atomic motion in molecules undergoing dynamics. The advantage of SFPH is that the required high energy photoelectrons are efficiently generated by midinfrared strong-field ionization, implying that, using standard nonlinear optical techniques, a tabletop experiment can be performed. Furthermore, the SFPH hologram can record temporal and spatial information on molecules, as well as-with attosecond time resolutiondynamics of the photoelectron, since the electron motion is guided by an oscillatory laser field.
To better understand SFPH, we explore how the holograms scale with laser intensity I laser , wavelength laser , and pulse duration laser . Experiments were carried out at the free electron laser for intracavity experiments (FELICE), where metastable xenon atoms [5p 5 ð 2 P 3=2 Þ6s½3=2 2 ] were ionized using 5-20 cycle mid-IR laser pulses with wavelengths ranging from 7 to 16 m. The metastable xenon atoms (produced by electron impact excitation [9] ) were introduced into an experimental apparatus that was integrated into the FELICE laser cavity, and ionized by the free PRL 109, 013002 (2012) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 6 JULY 2012 0031-9007=12=109(1)=013002(5) 013002-1 Ó 2012 American Physical Society electron laser (FEL). In the velocity map imaging (VMI) detector, the photoelectrons were accelerated towards a position-sensitive detector [10] consisting of a dual microchannel plate, a phosphor screen, and a CCD camera. The laser polarization was parallel to the imaging detector, allowing a reconstruction of the 3D velocity distribution by an Abel inversion routine. The wavelength and pulse duration were controlled by changes to the FEL operation, whereas the intensity was varied by moving the experimental apparatus along the laser propagation direction.
In what follows, the experimental results will be compared to two semiclassical methods that are based on the strong field approximation (SFA) [11] [12] [13] . In standard SFA, Coulomb forces on the electron are assumed negligibly small after tunnel ionization, ruling out scattering of the electron wave packet upon returning to the target ion. In SFPH, however, electron-ion scattering is crucial, and therefore in the generalized SFA (gSFA) method scattering is included by assuming that an electron that returns to the core with momentum k, scatters to a momentum p (with jpj ¼ jkj).
Within this model, the final wave packet that reaches the detector can be expressed as
Whereas the signal wave packet c signal scatters off the target, the reference wave packet c ref only experiences the influence of the laser field. The phase difference between the two wave packets is [2]
with the phase of the signal and reference wave packet defined as signal and ref . On the right side of this equation the real part of the ionization times of, respectively, the reference and signal wave packet are t ref 0 and t signal 0 , as defined by the saddle point method [14] . The difference in ionization times is Át 0 and the recollision time is t C . The velocity of the wave packet along the laser polarization is v z and its final orthogonal momentum is p r . IP is the ionization potential and ÁS Im is the difference in action in imaginary time. For a better understanding we interpret each term. The first and second term represent the phase evolution of the signal and reference wave parallel to the laser polarization, and the third term is the phase difference acquired in the orthogonal direction. The fourth term is caused by a difference in the ionization times of the reference and signal waves, and the last term is the phase difference acquired during propagation in imaginary time (i.e., during the tunnel ionization). The third term in expression (2) has been identified as the key term responsible for the formation of the hologram [2] , i.e.,
A more detailed description is given in the supporting online material (SOM) of Ref. [2] . Whereas the gSFA method assumes short-range scattering, the Coulomb corrected strong field approximation (CCSFA) method [2, 15, 16] corrects both the signal and reference electron trajectories for the long-range Coulomb force. Saddle point times are calculated according to the standard SFA method [14] , i.e., neglecting the Coulomb force, and providing the initial conditions for complex electron trajectories that are propagated under the influence of both the Coulomb and laser field. A detailed description is given in Refs. [2, 15] . Unless mentioned otherwise, the CCSFA calculations presented below are results for ionization from a single cycle out of a flattop laser pulse. Figure 1 reports a series of measurements using 7 m FEL radiation. By moving the spectrometer along the laser propagation axis, I laser could be varied between 1:9 Â 10 11 W=cm 2 and 7:1 Â 10 11 W=cm 2 . The maximum energy an electron can acquire without scattering is 2U p [17] , with U p ðeVÞ ¼ 9:33 Â 10 À14 I laser ½W=cm 2 laser 2 ½m, thus allowing retrieval of I laser from the observed experimental cutoff. In Fig. 1(a) , the experimentally obtained momentum map is shown for the highest intensity. The image shows a dominant photoelectron emission along the laser polarization, and well-resolved sidelobes, marked by white dashed lines. These sidelobes are identified as holographic interference structures and are well reproduced by the CCSFA and gSFA calculations [ Figs. 1(b) and 1(c) ]. The CCSFA method quantitatively reproduces the fringe spacing and shape, whereas the gSFA calculation gives only qualitative agreement, as a result of neglecting the long-range Coulomb interaction. Furthermore, in the gSFA calculations the fringes widen towards higher parallel momenta, while in the experiment and in the CCSFA the fringes are parallel to the polarization axis at high momentum. The black lines in the momentum maps mark areas where a series of lineouts are taken [ Figs. 1(d 
Decreasing the intensity from 7:1 Â 10 11 W=cm 2 to 4:5 Â 10 11 W=cm 2 leaves the fringe spacing virtually unchanged. At lower intensities the fringes are not resolved anymore in the experimental data, though the CCSFA and gSFA calculations show that for the lower intensities the fringe spacing starts narrowing.
A wavelength scan is presented in Fig. 2 . In Fig. 2 (a) a momentum map is shown for ionization of metastable xenon atoms by 16 m light. Again good quantitative agreement is obtained with the CCSFA method [ Fig. 2(b) ], and only qualitative agreement with the gSFA method [ Fig. 2(c) ]. As the lineouts in Figs. 2(d) -2(f) show, upon changing the wavelength from 16 to 8 m, the fringe spacing clearly increases.
In the experiment the laser pulse duration could not be changed in a well-controlled manner. Therefore the evolution of the interference fringes with pulse duration is only investigated numerically using the CCSFA method, and using realistic sine-squared pulses (Fig. 3) . The fringe spacing does not change with the pulse duration.
According to Figs. 1-3 , the fringe spacing is independent of the laser pulse duration, changes slightly with intensity, and changes significantly as a function of wavelength. We analyze this behavior using Eq. (3), which suggests that the interference pattern scales with
This time difference is largely caused by the time the electron spends in the continuum [ Fig. 4(a) ]. In the high intensity regime Át is almost intensity independent, since the birth (t B ) and return times (t R ) stay the same. The intensity-dependent effect is associated with the relatively small (compared to the oscillation amplitude) displacement of the electron from the origin upon tunneling Áx, which increases the time difference from t R to t C by an amount Áx=vðt R Þ. In the high intensity regime ( ( 1, where ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi IP=2UP p is the Keldysh parameter) one can easily check that this extra time scales as 2 , while in the low intensity regime ( ) 1) it scales with . Consequently, this contribution is low for high intensities ( ( 1) and no substantial scaling with intensity is expected in this regime. For lower intensities the extra time becomes substantial and a modest narrowing of the fringe spacing is expected [ Fig. 4(b) ]. To support these conclusions, the cosine of the approximate reference-versussignal phase difference, as given by Eq.
(3) and that of the full phase difference as given by Eq. (2) are compared at a wavelength of 7 m and for two intensities in Fig. 4(c) . The weak dependence of the fringe spacing on the intensity explains why the hologram is visible in experiments where a range of intensities in the focus are sampled.
If instead the wavelength is varied, Át does change. When the wavelength is doubled, the time between ionization and recollision is doubled and consequently the cosine of the phase difference changes twice as fast. With this, the fringe spacing narrows, as shown in Fig. 4(d) , where the cosine of the approximate and total phase difference are shown for wavelengths of 8 and 16 m and an intensity of 7:1 Â 10 11 W=cm 2 . Again the approximate phase difference deviates marginally from the full phase difference, justifying the approximation made. The evolution with wavelength shown is in agreement with the experimental and theoretical observations in Fig. 2 .
No significant changes are observed when the pulse duration is varied, except for the appearance of other interference structures that become more prominent when the number of cycles increases. Since the electron wave packets that form the hologram are generated within one and the same quarter cycle, no changes in the fringe spacing are expected.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that SFPH holograms are clearly visible for a wide range of parameters in the mid-IR wavelength regime, and can be well reproduced with the CCSFA method. The simple and fast gSFA method, which ignores the Coulomb tail along the trajectory, qualitatively predicts the scaling of the fringe spacing with intensity and wavelength. More sophisticated models like an improved gSFA model that includes the long-range Coulomb interaction will be needed to retrieve the spatial and temporal information that is stored in the hologram.
This information is potentially very valuable, and may allow the development of novel probes of atomic and molecular dynamics. A logical extension, for example, would be to perform SFPH experiments for aligned molecules, and to attempt retrieval of the molecular structure [18] . Subsequently SFPH could be used to time resolve molecular dynamics without having to rely heavily, as is presently often the case, on preexisting knowledge about the structural dependence of the molecular absorption spectrum. To do so, it will be of interest to scale the laser intensity and wavelength to approximately 10 14 W=cm 2 and 3 m, respectively, so that (i) the ionization of groundstate orbitals of small molecules becomes possible, and (ii) photoelectrons with several hundred eV of kinetic energy are produced, which can diffract off and encode the molecular structure.
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